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Two women attacked

Two coeds were assaulted on campus this week. Though the in
cidents appear to have been unrelated, according the police reports, the
intent of both assailants appears to have been the same: to touch their
victims on the breasts. Both assailants fled after accomplishing this act.
The attacks occured during the day, with one taking place inside the
Irving Martin Library. One suspect was described as a white male
juvenile; the other was reported to be a black man in his early twenties,
five feet, eight inches tall, weighing about 160 pounds.
Parties with information about the assaults should notify the Cam
pus Police at 946-2535
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Carter's foreign policy
appraised by speaker

The Cars played to a sold-out crowd in
The music was
Oakland last week.
good, but the. show was slow.

On October 9, foreign policy expert Harold E. Hall will speak on
"Foreign Policy Issues in the 1980 Election." The lecture will feature an
appraisal of foreign relations under the Carter administration.
Hall will also comment on the foreign policy positions of the three
major candidates concerning issues in Iran, the Soviet Union and the
middle east.
- The lecture begins at 7:30 p.m. in room B of the Z building. Ad
mission is free.

See page 6
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reshman, transfer sign-ups down
have been decreases in freshmen and
transfer enrollment.
Staff Writer
A presidential task force on
Despite often conflicting reo
p rts,
Enrollment and Retention was
rr�"t
pa
fall enrollment at UOP is slightly up
tly established. A major com�� uu:
e:
.,
.!.!1�
over last year.
s!!J�
issued by potential_
. Lee Fennel, the university
tact that they are not eligible for
registrar, reported that the fall
financial aid, but they don't have the
semester enrollment stands at 3,959
funds to attend UOP.
on the Stockton campus, compared to
In regard to this complaint, Paul
3,913 a year ago.
Phillips of the Financial Aids Office
However, statistics released by
noted, "There is no relation between
COP Dean Roy Whiteker, September �tha amount of financial aid received
15, indicate that while the number of
and the decline in freshman
student applications has risen, UOP's
enrollment.
enrollment is down for both freshman
"We actually received less ap
and transfer levels.
plications for financial aid this year
On the other hand, retention, or
than in previous years," said Phillips,
the number of students returning to
indicating that the rising cost of at
UOP, has gone up.
tending UOP is a deterrent to
Of those currently enrolled, in
enrollment even with financial aid
creasing numbers are entering the
available.
Schools of Engineering, Education
While freshman applications for
and Business and Public Ad
aid are down, the number of retur
ministration, with a leveling-off ef
ning students applying for financial
fect taking place within the School of
aid has increased by 120 over last
Pharmacy.
year's figures.
In an effort to explain the rising
Phillips sees this increase as a
cost of an education and the sub
result of one of two circumstances:
sequent effect upon enrollment, Vice
"Either UOP provides an environ
President
Dochterman
Cliff
ment which encourages students to
stated,"We are very pleased with
return, or those that have been here
enrollment this year; we are right �n
for a while are finding themselves a
the enrollment target figures."
bit needier, and are applying for aid
Despite the rise in tuition, "the
because costs are up."
cost of the education is the same,
Financial aid for UOP academic
who pays it, the taxpayers or the in
scholarships (including music, foren
dividual, is the only difference,"
sic and drama) has increased this
Dochterman said. "In addition, over
year, from $2,040,000 in 1979 to
$2,325,000 thi!l year. In fact, there
60%of the students have fjnancial
has bee n an increase In· the UOP
aut'·
He further concluded that
scholarship level by at least one-half
"Colleges like Pacific won't be affec
a tuition increase, based on financial
ted by the downturn in people atten
need.
However, even though the dollar
ding college."
Yet, Financial Aid complains
amount of aid has risen, the number
once actual enrollment figures were
of students eligible for student aid has
confirmed, it was noted that there
not risen.

By Stacey loppini

:�

to Increasing enrollment, some students were forced to live in dorm lounges until proper
accomodations could be found. These girls are now housed in John Ballantyne.

ohn Muir papers co
at Holt-Atherto n Center
acc-ording' to Dr. Ronald Lim
baugh, fiacific Center archivist .
and history professor. The Holt
Atherton Center has roughly 75
percent of Muir's papers, which
were given to UOP in 1970 by
Muir's grandchildren.
Muir, founder of the Sierra
Club, was the most important
naturalist, according to Lim
baugh. Muir was the first person
to discover the glacial origins of
Yosemite.

By Sarah Perelli-Minetti
Staff Writer

UOP has embarked on an
estimated five year project of
organizing and compiling all the
available literature on John Muir,
"the father of the national parks."
The Holt-Atherton Pacific
Center for Western Studies at UOP
currently has one of the largest
collections of materials by Muir,

MUN gets funds
By Sarah Perelli-Minetti
Staff Writer

After spending most of last year
trying to obtain funds to keep its head
above water, Pacific Model United
Nations (PMUN) has become a
solvent organization for the 1980-81
a�ademic year. The group is plan
nmg to send a full delegation to the
Model United Nations (MUN) con
ference in Eu�ene,.Ore., this apring.
'The MUN is a attempt to
simulate the United Nations,' said Dr.
Jerry Hewitt, P�ifUN's faculty ad
visor. Hewitt said that UOP wil1 send
delegates representing Yugosla via
and Brazil to the Eugene conference.
·you do a lot of role playing' in
the PMUN, said president Lisa Zim
merman. 'You forget your American

views and take on those of your
adopted country.
Zimmerman has been a PMUN
delegate.for two years and will be
serving
on
the
Yugoslavian
delegation this year.
Students in PMUN develop a
knowledge of international affairs,
refine public speaking talents, and
learn political bargaining skills.
Delegates also learn the rules and
rituals of a large international
organization such as the UN, which is
currently in its 35th year.
The MUN conference is set for
late March. Over 1200 students will
represent colleges and universities
on the West Coast.
Students will
enact debates and discussions for four
days.
Applications are now available
for students interested in the
program.

Vienna, London travel
planned for winter term

An old sage once noted, "It's
never too early to plan ahead,"
and this is especially true concer
ning UOP's winter term trips. For
those interested in traveling this
January, the Drama Department
might have the right class.
i... The course titled, Cultural'
rorms: Austria and England, and
the trip promises to be a unique
learning experience, regardless of
major.
Students will travel to Vienna
and attend opera, theater and
musical productions, as well as art
galleries an� museums. A visit to
psychoanalyst Sigmund Freud's!
quarters is also planned.
I
After ten days in Austria, the
group will travel to London and
explore that city's theaters.
Shakespeare's birth and burial
_

_

place, Stratford-on-Avon, is also
on the travel agenda.
Stratford-on-Avon is the
headquarters of the Royal
Shakespeare Theatre, considered
by most e1eperts to be the finest
Shakespeare repertory company in
the world.
Free time is scheduled for ex
ploration and independent ac
tivities, with a free period of four
or five days at the tour's con
clusion.
Several organizational
meetings will be held prior to
departure.
Interested parties
should plan to aetend the first
meeting October 8th, 4 p.m. in Dr.
Sy Kahn's office in the Drama
building. Further information is
available from Kahn at 946-2116.

•

Muir represented a minol'ity
view in the late 1800s in which he
urged people to preserve the en
vironment. "Muir stuck his neck
out," said Limbaugh. The popular
view of the environment back in
the late 1800s was of materialism,
or using up all the remaining
resources.
"He stood out for what he
believed in" said Sierra Club
member Limbaugh, who has
taught a course on conservation
history.
The editor of the Muir papers
encouraged anyone with any in
formation on the whereabouts of
any other of John Muir's materials
to get in touch with him. This
project has put UOP in a very
good spotlight, said Limbaugh.
The remaining materials are
scattered around the U.S. and the
world, said Limbaugh, whv noted
The
that Muir was Scottish.
materials will be gathered through
correspondence and travel. .

For example, Cal Grants A and B
have been increased as follows:
1980
CAL GRANT A
CAL GRANT B

1979
$2,590,000
S 308,000

1980
$2,820,000
s 394.000

Even though the <.iullar-amount of a
Cal Grant has increased, the number
of Cal Grants awarded to students
this year has been reduced.
One cause of the decline in
eligibility is Cal Grant's income
ceiling, which has failed to keep up
with inflation. That ceiling is
$36,000/year, regardless of a family's
mitigating circumstances.
Even if a family supports three
other college students, they would
still be ineligible on the basis of the
$ 36,000/year
income
ceiling.
However, when a student loses a Cal
Grant, the university matches the loss
with university funds.
If the aid-seeking party comes
from a broken family in wbich the
parent can afford to help a student
with college but refuses to, the Finan
cial Aids office cannot help out
either.
In addition, Basic Eligibility
Opportunity Grants (BEOG) have
gone down, from $1,245,000 in 1979
to $1,040,000 in September 1980.
Overall, less students are
receiving awards, making it more dif
ficult for increasing numbers of
students to meet UOP's high-tuition
requirement.
In response to this situation,
there has been a substantial increase
in the Work/Study program. Bank
guaranteed loans have also been
made more accessible, to help cover
UOP's rising cost of an education
and to increase enrollments further.

Phi Delta. Chi helps save girl
By Mike Walsh

Special to the Pacifican
�

ApprmCimately 15 brothers of the
Phi Delta Chi fraternity responded to
a plea for blood donations on behalf
of Annette Marquardt, a freshman at
the Conservatory of Music, who was
recently stricken with leukemia. The
donations took place on Se tember
18 at the Delta Memoria Blood
Bank.
Jim Negrete, professional affairs
coordinator for the Alpha Psi chapter
of the national pharmacy fraternity,
organized the activity which, due to
the urgency of the situation, had to be
done on short notice.

r

·

The fifteen volunteers were
signed up in a few minutes time after
a request was made by Negrette at a
chapter meeting. A car pool was
organized to facilitate transpor
tation, and all other necessary ar
rangements were made on the spot.
Marquardt is from Sacramento
and had planned to study the cello at
UOP. However, she was diagnosed
with leukemia on August 30, before
she could commence studies.
Her condition is now improving
after recovery from surgery. "I had
surgery to remove two tumors and
then began to hemorrhage in which I
needed the blood," said Mar ardt.
"I have a shunt on my arm w ich is
\

�

used to infuse the blood. I hope to
leave the hospital in a week."
Carl Nosse, Dean of the Conserv
atory of Music, expressed his
gratitude to the Alpha Psi chapter in
a letter stating, "Rarely have I wit
nessed such an unselfish and exped
ient response to a humanitarian
cause."
The procedure at the blood bank
consisted of four stages: an initial
screening, an interview with a reg
istered nurse, the drawing of the
blood and a recovery period where
refreshments were served to the
donors. The entire process took ap
proximately one-and-a-half hours.

KUOP finds
new leader

By Karen Klaparda
Staff Writer

It was a turbulent fall, an
anxious spring, and a recuperating
summer, but now KUOP is 'On the
Air' this fall with a positive note.
Charles Rowell, the new station
manager, is settling in at the univer
sity's 30,000 watt radio station. His
job started on September 15th and
already changes (some say im
provements) have been made.
Coming to UOP with an ex
perienced broadcast background in
radio, television and film, Rowell sees
his role in KUOP as that of a leader,
not to be confused with a dictator.
Instead he strives to be a decision
maker, a representative of the station,
a teacher and a policy maker.
According to Rowell, 'Public
radio is on its way up, it's starting to
grow. There's more and more oppor-··
tunities in public radio for people
coming into it.'
Rowell sees his greatest oppor
tunity in being able to take a station
like KUOP and help direct its growth,
to become a professional entity

within the broadcast and university
community.
'KUOP is one of the best equip
ped stations anywhere in commercial
or public radio,' says Rowell. 'We
don't have to take a backseat to
anybody.'
With time the director hopes to
extend the locally produceq program
ming to the community as well as the
university.
Last year KUOP was paralyzed
during a series of Academic Affairs
Council meetings that lead to the
dismissal of then station manager
Mike Turner. Turner was fired after
investigations showed he had
established an illegal slush fund and
was unresponsive to the needs of
student employees. Turner is now the
station manager of the. radio
facilities at the California State
University at Northridge.
According to part-time staff
member Marty Johnson, most of the
students who have interacted with
Rowell are oleased. 'I think the
station will see a lot of Improvement
with Chuck,' said Johnson. 'As far as
his personal skills go...he sounds like
an N.P.R. (National Public Radio) of-

KUOP station manager Chuck Rowell took over the position
vacated by the fired Mike Turner.

fidal. His work is very professional.'
Rowell has been well received by
students, faculty and administration
and says he would like to retire from
One of his reasons for
KUOP.
deciding to move his family to
Stockton from Chicago is that his
children are approaching college age.
'I have found the University of
the Pacific to be one of the better
universities in the country,' he says,
'and by coming here I can provide
my childrefl with an opportunity to be
educated at one of the better in-

1

I

stitutions in America.
The positive sounds of KUOP can
be found at 91.3 on the FM dial, or in
person by stopping by North Hall.
To potential KUO� students Rowell
says, 'We would like to have as many
people as are qualified working at the
station. We may not always be able
to pay you, but we can certainly find
work for you, and we know the ex
perience will be a valuable one.'
Chuck Rowell anticipates a good
first semester at KUOP,'We have
nowhere to go but up,' he says.
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lecture drew all of thirteen people.
Only seven of these were students
and most of them were either
writing articles for the Pacifican
or critiquing the lecture for a
public speaking class.
In the opinion of the editorial
staff, the attendance at this event
was down right embarrassing.
How is ASUOP going to be able to

f
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Stockton: Someplace Special?

Letters to the Editor
Mexican sombrero cartoon racist
Editor:

. This an outright expression of
ractsm.
:. . yve request th�.t vou correct your
Dmmg_Hall Blues by printing a let-·
ter· of apology and a brief historical
perspective on the significance and
the struggle associated with this
caricature.
If you have any reservations we
will be more than happy to go knock
on your door.

It was very disappointing to read
and see the article "Dining Hall
Blues" on your entertainment section
of the Pacifican. You as the editor
should have never allowed to be prin
ted the picture of the Mexican with
the big sombrero asleep next to the
cactus.
Mexican-Americans struggled for
I 0 � ears to get this picture off the
media, only to be rev1ved at UOP in
the Pacifican under the editorialship
of McDowell.
You did not struggle for ten years
against this stereotypic caricature
(you didn't even know the struggle
existed) to understand the consequen
ces and impact of it, but we expect in
telligent persons to be aware of their
immediate environment, in this case
certain faculty/staff members,
students and the Hispanic Stockton
Community.
·

they are not as easy as Taco Bell.
Two, the red sauce that you don't·
like about many Mexican restaurants
is so' traditional and authentic that
y ou don't know what good Mexican
food tastes like.
I am an expert at Mexican food
and Xochimilco's does not deserve
your derogatory comments.
Third, a couple of the most
popular restaurants in the Mexican
community are not on your 'Munch
out Guide'. This tells me how little
you know about our food. It is best
you stay away from these'unknown'
restaurants. They don't need your
pesos nor your ratings.

Pedro Castaneda
Dept. of Education, faculty
Rachel Burleson
UOPFaculty

Rosalie Areola
UOP Faculty

Pedro Castaneda
Dept. of Education

Olivia Cruz
UOPFaculty

Debate
n e eded blood

(Editor's note, We have no jntention
of apologizing for running this
caricature. Portraits of Mexicans in
sombreros are frequently a part of the
decor in Mexican restaurants in
cluding those in Stockton. And i you
wish to knock on our door, let me
remind you that our door is always
open.)

j

Ted Gibbons and Jeff Levi:

1 ••••• "

•

• .. ,

The offending cartoon

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Ted and Jeff, the dinner
reviewers, I suggest you keep your
reviews to hamburgers and pizzas,
and stay away from Mexican food.
Your inexperience in the subject gives
the Pacifican a minus (-). Let me give
you a few facts.
One, good tostados are not easy
to make. The combination of
ingredients that go on this delicacy
are beyond your comprehension, and
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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Dear Editor:
After viewing the first Reagan
Anderson "debate," reading the
Pacifican article, and discussing the
subject with many of my friends, I
have come to only one conclusion
upon which I seem to find almost
total agreement:
this debate was
DULL!
Simple.
Why was i� dull?
Nobody knocked himself out.
Nobody said there is no Soviet
domination in eastern Europe.
Nobody talked about "bunny votes."
Nobody went for blood. Oh, how I
long for that! Bring on the Ted Ken
nedys and the Bob Doles! Reagan and
Anderson could put a hyperactive
child to sleep in two minutes.
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Paul Kryder
Junior, COP
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Karen Komsak

o well
Patrick McD
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Steve Riach
News Editor

Typesette11

Ke vin Bartram

Bonnie Bigelov,
Linda Carson
. Janet KinR
Joan Martin
Linda Newlafkl
DiAnn Sew ard

Entn-tainment Editor

M ike Allen

Photograph Editor

Layout Crew

Nora Tuncap

Production Manager

Garry Sil vey

Gregg Goldman

Circulation Managn-

Managing Editor
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Date:

Oct. 8 & 9

Time:

10-4

Place:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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We offer one of the hnest
conunulf'lQ educatiOn programs
•n the country and a world
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•
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•
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Imagine yourself
at Kughes.
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We'll be on ca mpus Oct. 13
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S.. your plecement olllce for •n •ppolntment.
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At Hughes.
your future is limited
only by your imagination.
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Hughea Aircraft Company, Ground Syatems Group, P.O. Box 3310,
Fullerton, CA 12134.
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You can do 11 at Hughes Ground
Systems Gl�. We're a leader 1n sooar
Slgl'\81 process:ng and ground-based 3-0
radars. We've develq)ed rTliCroprocessors
you can hold 1n the palm o1 your hand and a
system that safeguards an entHe cont nent
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in the ocean.
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But I forced myself to stay
awake, hoping that, as a consolation
to being enterta ined, I might
somehow learn something. Nope.
Rather than answering the questions
put to them, the candidates, for the
most part, merely repeated their
campaign statements. What I heard
Sunday I've been hearing for months.
(In all fairness, the questions were of
a fairly general nature.)
Anderson did do a halfway
decent job in his replies and-rebuttals.
He is a realist and, unlike Reagan,
many of his proposed solutions to our
problems require harsh and often
painful steps, such as his proposed SO
cent per gallon tax on gasoline.
Governor Reagan promises
everything to everyone. He will en
trust our energy future to big oil. He
wiiJ return gobs of money and power
to corrupt local units of government.
He will s1ash taxes by 30% overthree
years, drastically increase defense
spending, balance the federal budget,
and control inflation. All at once!
Wow! THAT'S THE ANSWER! No
complications! No problems! Sim
ple(
The choice is ours.
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the 60 hour lesiure guide

OKTOBERFFSI- Music, food and

.

entertainment, 6 p.m. Friday, 5 p.m.
Saturday, noon to 9 p.m. Sunday at
the Alameda County Fairgrounds,
Pleasanton.

evemng
The Best Little Whorehouse in
Texas-Sort of LBJ in dancing
boots-high-spirited, earthy and
longwinded-but
with
some
ingenious dance numbers by Tommy
Tune and a few sweet ballads by
Carol Hall that break up a tedious
tall tale about a right-wing TV evan
gelist trying to shut down the- famed
Chicken Ranch bordello, whose
madam is played by the stylish Alexis
Smith, looking more like a docent
from the Texas Historical Society
leading a tour of the famed South
western cathouses; she has more chic
than twang. Jay Garner is wondrous
as a sidestepping governor and Jeff
Calhoun dazzling as a feverishly
cheery highstepping Texas Aggie.
Ends today. At the Golden Gate
Theater.

***

MO RRIS O N

"Cosmos: The Voyage to the Stars,"
narrated by Carl Sagan, is presented
daily at 2 p.m. Extra shows are
presented at 7:30 p.m. Wednesday
and Thursday; weekends at 12:30, 2
and 3:30 p.m. and holidays at 11
a.m., 12:30, 2 and 3:30 p.m. "Ex
ploring the Skies of the Season" is
shown Saturday and Sunday at 11
a.m. Call 752-8268. "Lights Fan
tastic," featuring laser and incan
descent effects, is shown Sunday at 5,
7:30 and 9 p.m.; Thursday at 9 p.m.;
Friday at 7:30, 9 and 10:30; Satur
day at 5, 7:30, 9 and 10:30 p.m.; Call
387-6300.
Academy of Sciences,
Golden Gate Park.
***

***

AND
BREAD
ROSES
FFSfiV AL- Opens at 8 p.m. Friday

with Bobby Bare, Kris Kristofferson,
J.D. Souther, Jennifer Warnes and
Passenger (with special guest Leonard
Cohen), and Neil Young; and con
tinues at l_p:m. Saturday �ith em�ee
Robin W!lhams, B.B. Kmg (wtth
special guest Joni Mitchell), Kingston
Trio, Tom Paxton, and Bob Gibson,
Tom Rush, Taj Mahal, and the S.F.
Gay Marching Band and Twirling
Corps and continues next Sunday at
the Greek Theater, UC-Berkeley.
***

�UWa4[!)A\1 'U

PLANETARIUM

The new
Navy/Marine Corps Museum with
old uniforms, aircraft, photographs
and military and 1939 exposition
memorabilia, is open to the p �blic
from 10 a.m. ro 3:30 p.m. datly.
Free.

SITE- Self-guiding
tour of the Scottish naturalist's home
in Martinez; film on Muir's life
shown on the hour. Open every day
at 8:30 a.m. to 4:40 p.m. Shuttle bus
from BART Concord station to Muir
ho]lle. Call 228-8860.

JOHN MUm

afternoon

***

SIDE NOTES
UNIVERSITY OF NEVADA AN
NOUNCES lOth A.NNUAL ALPINE
SKI TRIP-- For the lOth year, the
University of Nevada at Reno and
many other California colleges will
offer their popular winter package to
the French and Swiss Alps. Coincid
ing with school breaks, departures
are scheduled for Dec 18-Jan 03, Dec
20-Jan 03 and Jan 24-Feb 06.
The program unites skiers and
snowbunnies from throughout the
West on a two week study-travel
party and sightseeking holiday to Val
d'Isere, France and Verbier, Swit
zerland. The all inclusive price of
$1349.00 provides roundtrip jet tran
sportation, transfers, lodging, break
fast and dinner daily plus a one day
stopover in Copenhagen. An optional
excursion is available for the Vien
nese New Year's Ball, held annually
at the Hofburg Palace in Vienna.
The program is open to everyone, and
course credit is available.
Par
ticipants may register for two
semesters of lower, upper or graduate

division credit in physical education.
Applications are available fro
ASTrA Tours & Travel, 1092
Weyburn Avenue, Los Angeles, Ca
90024. Telephone (213) 487-�511.
BICYCLE THEFTS-In 1979 there
were 64 bicycle thefts on campus.
in stolen
This represents $9,000
bicycles or an average loss of
$140.00. Less than 10% of the vic
tims were able to provide a serial
number for their bicycles. Without
that number it is virtually impossible
to recover a bicycle. To help you pro
tect your property we are sponsoring
a bicycle licensing program. For
$2.50 your bicycle will be licensed
with the State of California until
December of 1982.
We will be
licensing bicycles from 1 :00 p.m. to
5:00 p.m. on the following days at the
indicated locations: October 9th,
Grace Covell; October 16th, Quad
Dining Hall; October 23rd, Univer
sity Townhouse.

BASEBALL- San Diego Padres VS.
Giants, Candlestick Park, San Fran
cisco, 1 p.m.

GARDEN

FRENCH CLUB-- Parlez-vous
francais? Come join the French club
at its annual "Getting to know you..
picnic. The only qualification is an
interest in the French language or
culture.
Come discover the exciting events
planned for this ear's French club.
The picnic wil be held at Dad's
Point, October 3, from 4:00pm until
6:30pm. A charge of $1.50 for food
is requested.
For more information contact Paula
Lubniewski at 477-2821.

r

RESIDENT ARTIST SERIES
RECITAL SET AT UOP-Dr.
George Nemeth on the French
horn and Dr. William Dominik
on the clarinet will present a
Resident Artist Series recital on
Monday, October 6, at the
University of the Pacific Conser
vatory of Music Auditorium.
The 8:15 p.m. event will be
open to the public without
charge.
The program will include the
Intermezzo for French Horn by
Gliere, Canto Serioso for French
Horn by Nielsen, Premiere
Sonate for Clarinet and Piano by
Devienne, Sonate for Hom and
Piano by Hoddinott, and Little
Suite for Clarinet and Piano by
Palenicek.
Concluding the
program will be the Trio in Bb
for Clarinet, Horn and Piano by
Carl Reinecke.

•

CSF DAY-- The Admissions Office
wishes to inform the campus com
munity that the 5th Annual Califor
nia Scholarship Federation Day is
being held on campus on Wednesday,
October 15th. This event will bring
approximately 900 top high school
students to the campus from some 60
high schools throughout Northern
California. A special program has
been arranged by the Admissions Of
fice, with the cooperation of many
campus offices and departments,
which involves participation by a
number of faculty and students.
Your assistance in making this group
feel welcome on campus will be ap
preciated.

Wear the T -shirt in
for your next visit
and get a free conditioning
($4:00 value)
�

�---------

Whether you are a beginner or an advanced student,
your Spanish studies will be greatly enhanced by opportunities not available In a conventional classroom. Stand·
ardlzed test scores of our students show that their
Spanish language skills are better overall than those
obtained by American students who completed slandard
two year Spanish programs In United States colleges and
universities.

Sherwood Mall, Stockton

5308 Pacific Ave.
Sat. 10-6, Sun. 12-5

Mon.-Fri 10-9,

477-3175

1
I
1
1
I
I

--------Enclosed Is $1.00.
Please rush the catalog.
Name ________
Address
City ________

�

I
I

--------- ..J

State

ip

This is a rigorous academic program lasting from Feb.

1 to June 1, 1981. The cost of $2,589includes round trip jet

fare to Seville, Spain, from Toronto, Canada, as well as
room, board, and tuition. Government grants and loans
apply for eligible students.
You will live with a Spanish family.
FULLy ACCREDITED.

2442 E. Collier S.E.

Grand Rapids, Michigan 49506

(A Program of Trinity Christian College)

CALL T Q LL

for full information 1-800-253-9964
(In Mich., or if toll free line inoperative call 1-616·942-2541 collect.)

FREE

-----

GRADUATING
ENGINEERS:

Sign up novv for a
look at one of the
ytarS best job offers
And, we're located In one of the world'• best places to live and work-the
heart of Nortbem California! San Francltco It ju.at a bay away
the
famoaa wine country It rlpt next door
and aallbag or aiding are as cloae
u next week-end! To get complete Information, contact your placement
ofllce and algn up now for an Interview.
•

.

•

• • •

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS

8, 1980

MARE ISLAND NAVAL SHIPYARD
An Eqaal Opportunlt, Emplo1er

U. S. Cltbe•hlp Required

�

P.O. Box 25097H
Los Angeles, Ca. 90025

SEMESTER IN SPAIN

vallejo, California

----------

Collegiate Research

Beginner or advanced. By studying Spanish only, four hours a day, four days a week, for fourteen weeks, you
will earn sixteen semester hours of college Spanish credit. (That's four semesters worth of college Spanish
credit!) The cost is about the same as one semester in a U.S. college, $2,589.

Wednesday, Oct.

Com01and Perforntanee

Send $1.00 for your
306-page, research paper
catalog. All academic
subjects.

TWO UOP MUSIC STUDENTS
RECEIVE
AWARDS-- Two
University of the Pacific students
have received scholarships for music
excellence.
Julie W. Lane of Antioch and
Kathleen Mayne of West Covina
received the awards from the campus
chapter of Pi Kappa Lambda, a
national music honor society.
Dr. Donald DaGrade, retiring
president of the UOP Conservatory of
Music chapter, presented the Elliott
Memorial Scholarship to Miss
Mayne, a pianist.
Miss Lane, '-11
vocalist, received the Blanche Speks
Memorial Award.
Both students
qualified for the honors by winning
audutions on campus last April.

naval lnltltutlon.

Come in, get a hair cut
& get a free T -shirt

COLLEGE
STUDENTS
Improve your
grades!

Mare llland It an enafneer'• kind of world. We're the third largett active
na�allhlpyard In the U.S. and the Weat Coast'• oldest and best known

1 0% OFF ON EVERY HAIRCUT
WITH STUDENT ID

THANK YOU

CORNERSTONE

We offer ct.lllan caner opportunldet that atren lmmedlate "hands-on"
respollllbiUty-your chance for recopltlon, reward and profeulonal
powtb rlpt from the 1tart.

Getting in Shape
For Back To School

TN
INFORMATION
HAS
BEEN
VERIFIED THROUGH THE IN
DIVIDUAL COMPANY.
THE
PACIFICAN IS NOT RESPON
SIBLE FOR ANY PRICE, DATE,
OR TIME CHANGES. PLEASE
CALL THE NUMBERS GIVEN
BEFORE YOUR VISIT.
ALL

SAN FRANCISCO ZOO- Over
1000 exotic animals and birds in
wooded settings, Monkey Island,
Wolf Woods, new Gorilla World.
Feeding of the big cats in the Lion
House at 2 p.m. daily exceP.t Mon
days. Open daily lO a.m. to 5 p.m.
Sloat Boulevard at the Ocean. Call
661-4844

afternoon.

Displays of orchids, cacti and suc
culents, exotic tropical plants,

WEEKEND

***

�W�[!)A\1�

***

TREASURE ISLAND-

***

FOOTBALL- San Jose State VS.
Stanford, Stanford Stadium, Palo
Alto, 1:30 p.m.

economically important plants and
herbs and California native plants.
Free tours given Sundays at 11 a.m.
and 2:30 p.pt. and Saturdays at 2:30
p.m. Open daily 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Strawberry Canyon, UC-Berkeley.

•

BO T ANICAL

3

DATELINE

EXPLORATORIUM-- A museum
of touching, hearing, seeing a�d ex
ploring in the fields of sc1ence,
technology and human perception.
Palace of Fine Arts Historical State
Park, Lyon .Street and Marina
Boulevard. Open 1 to 5 p.m. Wed
nesday through Friday; noon to 5
weekends, and 7 to. 10 p.m. Wednesdays.

UC
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J a c k K e m p : f u ture Rep u b l_i c a .-. hop e
By Jeff Nelson
Sta£1 \\-riter

The Republican party has long
been looking for a dynamic new facl
to become the heir apparant to old
pa ty war horses like Ronald Reagan,

Gerald Ford, and W i l l iam F.
Buckley.
The party appears to have found
one in Jack Kemp, a 45 year old ex
pro football qua rterback, who serves
as a Congressional Representative of
suburban Buffalo, New York.
Kemp. who has been drawing

O ktoberfest bomb;
ki l l s 1 2 , i nj uries 2 1 3
By Rob Brzezinski
Staff Writer

A bomb exploded last Friday
night in Munich, Germany during the
Ok toberfest activities. Twelve people
were kil led, and at least 2 1 3 others
were injured.
Tht• explosion was evidently
caus('d by a powerful device in a
trash can. The bomb exploded near
an exit gate during closing time of the
Octoberfest.
One witness said, "I saw a bright
glare, and before you know it, there
were people flying in the air. Blood
wac; even"o\·here. It was horrible!"
Po l(ce were ex amining the
rt'mains of the trash can to decide
""hal l'nust.-d the immense explosion.
An official from the German fire
dl'partment said, "The bomb was
very. very powerful."
The German police arrested six
members of a banned neo-Nazi
pa r a m i l itary group who they
believed to be connected to the bom
bing. The organization's leader, Karl
lkim: HoHman, who calls himself
"tht· sr. iritual dE.'scendant of Adolf
Hitler, ' was one of the six arrested.
The Federal prosecutor said that
the rnan .o;uspeded of carrying the
bomb was a 2 1 -year-old student
named, Cundolf Kohler. Kohler died

in the explosion, and identification
papers found near hirr. established him
a� a member of the neo-Nazi group.
"The bomb must have exploded
prematurely, before he could get
away," prosectors said.
The neo-Nazi group, which
specializes in mil itaristic maneuvers,
gives its division members uniforms
resembling those worn by Nazis
during World War II. The group's
main objective is to achieve a down
fall of the modern West German
society and replace it with an
"authoritarian father-state."
The six suspects from the nee
Nazi group were freed from jail last
Monday. All six, including leader
Hoffman, were released for lack of
evidence.
Further investigation indicates
that the bomb could have been the
work of just one man, Kohler, who
died in the explosion. Police searched
the homes of both Kohler and his
parents, and turned up bomb-makjng
materials and chemicals, authorities
said.
Officials of the Oktoberfest said
that 1 00,000 people were on the
grounds the night of the explosion.
Seven Americans were injured in the
blast. but none seriously hurt.
There is no specific motive for
the bombing known as of yet.

Reagan on the rise
d e bate w ith A n d e rson
By Rob Brzezinski
Staff W ritrr

Ronald Reagan's popularity is on
the uprise after the 1 st presidential
debate last wl'ek.
Rt-agan, the former California
governor, ha � improved his level of
�upport, whtch had been slightly
below Carter's before the debate.
Now, acc·ording to a ew York-CBS
News pol l , Rea gan i
surging
narrowly ahead of President Carter
among the probable electorate. This
(electorate) is a measure of voting
liklihood that was addressed to 2 244
registered voters who were i�ter
vit'Wt'd ovt'r the telephone from Sep
tt•mb('r 1 9th through last Sunday.
Following the debate, the polls
howcd evidence that there was an
incrt'ase in the amount of Americans
·

aft e r

who believed Reagan had a clear-cut
position on issues. Also evident was
the feel ing that the Republican
nominee offered a vision of where he
wanted to direct the United States,
and he would exercise good
judgement under pressure.
Before the debate, Carter was
favored by 40 percent of �he elec
torate and Reagan by 36 percent.
Anderson was far back at 9 percent, a
marked decline from his 1 4 percent
level of support shown in a Times
CBS News pool taken September 1 01 4. After the debate, the margin shif
ted to 40 percent for Reagan and 35
percent for Carter. Anderson was
still at 9 percent.
Although the poll disclosed no
clear debate winner, it did bring
discouraging news for Anderson
who had banked heavily on it to giv�
new momentum to his independent
candidacy.

much attention in the news as co
author of the Kemp-Roth tax cut bill,
has been call� by political observers
as the GOP's version of John Kennedy
because of his charismatic character
and handsome looks.
Kemp's congressional ca ree r
started in 1 970 at age 35, but it
wasn't for the emergence of the
American Football League in the
1 960's, he might have entered
politics even sooner.
After being d rafted by the
National Football League's Detroit
Lions out of Occidental College.
Kemp bounced around from team to
team for a couple of years bdore he
almost considered quitting football to
go back to school and acquire his
Masters Degree
However, �he newly formed
A merican Footb a l l League wa,
looking for players, and Kemp signed
a contract with the then Los Angeles
Chargers.
Kemp quickly established him
self with the Chargers, and then
moved to Buffalo where he led the
Bills to two AFL championships in
the mid 1 960's. He was known as one
of pro-football's most i ntel l igent
quarterbacks, and an impressive
leader.
After leaving footb a l l , Kemp
slipped into politics, accepting the
invitation of New York GOP leaders
to parlay his fame and personal ap
peal into a House scat.
Kemp became known as a hard
worker on l.apital HilL and in 1 973
he became engrossed in the tax cut
proposals he so strongly supports to
day.
A lthough his good looks and

By Jeff Nelson
Staff Writer
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Repu blican
Jack Kemp.
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Qua i l La kes Ath letic Cl u b
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•

Stockton
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Giant Screen
2 5 C Hot Dog s
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You have ?
Well, now 's the time
to apply for next year
Deadline Oct. 10

Apply Student Advising, 109 Bannister

Both the Uni ted States and
Sov iet Union a re stay ing out of
conf lict, and dipl oma� i c efforts to
the w.ar have been takm g place.

Select Check i ng Till
is econom ical if
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write a few
chec ks a
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the Optio n
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With the onse t . of t�e w�r. �
Ame rica n host ages s1tu ahon has w�
sene d, a ccor di ng to the Ira ni
gove rnment. Iran blames the Uni
States for insti gati ng the Iraqi i:,
vasi on, thu s continu ing
attem pts to free the hosta ges are
fai ling .

Check into our checking plans.

Charles and Marilyn Bott's
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Apply Office o f Student Life, Knoles Hall
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With Bank of America, you won't
have to stay up nights worrying about
your checking account. We offer several
che�king plans and a variety of banking
serv1ces that make checking easier.

M I NOR REPA IRS AT NO CHA RGE

Phone

A cease fire has been offered by
Iraqi president Sadda m H ussein , in
return for Iranian accept ance of a l l
I ra n ' s pres i de n t
I raqi c l a i m s .
Abolhassen Bani-Sa dr rejected the of-
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Now 2 can play for the p rice of 1 !
Clip this coupon - call for a court and play weeknights from 9 pm or all da
FRI DAY • SATU RDAY • S U N DAY!

For t he best dry cleaning in town 
let Mirac le Mile Marti nizing
do it for you !

82 W.

C o n g r e s s ma n

football fame accounted for part of
his initial popularity, Kemp has been
making his m a r k l a rgely by
preaching big tax cuts to a tax weary
pub lic.
Kemp's positions a re not strictly
conservative. He does not oppose big
government l i ke many of h is
Republican colleagues, and his tax
cut proposals would probably benefit
the working class most of all.
Yet Kemp is becoming one of the
most valuable commodities of the
party. While Ronald Reagan anJ
George Bush ca rry the hopes for the
GOP at the present, it would appear
Jacl< Kemp, ex-quarterback and ten
year congressman, will be carrying
the ball for the Republican party in
the future.
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N e w Wave boredom

T h e C a rs g et cocky i n Oa kl a n d
By Diane Winocur
Staff Writer

S i m p l y because a b a n d i s
classified as "New Wave" doesn't
m('an thev don't have to put on a
( can watch people stand
show.
around bored as hell for cheaper than
the $ 9 . 50 I paid to se-e the Cars.
ot that I crave cxc:ess. W i ld
acrohatits and las<.•r l ight shows can
detract from a musical pcrl"ormam·e
fa,h•r than they can augment i t .
B u t tht• ent i re Cars stage s<'t-u p ·
\\\ I S dt·signt·d to be as simplt• a n d non
us� um.ing as pos� ibl c. �his may �(' a
rt'j('Cllon of the 70 . s gl itter rock and
hand d itism. but it's a lso pretty
.
boring.
Which is not to say tht• mus1c
wasn't thert>, because it was. The
Cars havt• some of the most l istenable
tunes and plt•asant vocal and instru
mental performances coming out of
the Nt'\'lo' Wavt• mo ... enH.·nt. But you
c.m gd a l l thut from their albums.
As a lmost a study in contrasts,
the warm-up band, the Motels, put on
an attractivt•, intercstmg show, but
their music was awfu l . LNd singer
M a rtha Davis winced, contorted, and
bdtt·d out song aftt•r song, as the Los
Angeles band pmmdl'd out noisy sax
ophone, guitar. drum and keyboard
�olos. A m<'agcr l ighting svsl<·m ad
dnl piua11. to the bamf's single,
" Danger," with a total stage blat:kout
at the song's command of ".� top."
Anotht•r song t·<d led "Cr) Baby'' sent
D.tvis running through tht• audience
sen·n.1ding a l t rut· t 1\'C men, as arms
st r('tched to touch her.
The �lotl'ls' problem. it would
seem. is <lOt' of styl<'. While st riving
to achicH' the noist• and n·brl l ion of
th(' punk sccnP, they leavt• their con
sidt•rablt• ta lents lwhind.
If bands
\Vt•n·n 't so busy pol i t i t' k i ng for
various idt•al:;, tht•) could j ust get
down to lht• husine,c; of mak ing some
nit·t• sounds. Th<· .'v1otPls could do this
quite easily, by turning down thei r
amps a bit and writing good music.
Following th1s bit ol visual da:.:-

zit', the Cars gave the dramatic
highl ight of their portion of the show
with their entrance: an innovative
one at th<' time. The a udience was
i m pn•sst>Cl nonetheless, rushing
toward the ,tage when the band went
from " !:>hoo Be Doo" to "Let's Go. "
B u t the performers were oblivious,
rock ing back and forth as they
played.
There was no l ight show to speak
of, merely some geometric designs
projected behind the band which
changed twice. And their equipment
may have included some flashy in
strumentation, but they didn't show
it off.
The playl ist was spl i t evenly
between the three Cars A l bums and
was well shuffled. But as ti!e evening
wore on, it became apparent that
their newer songs are not as ac
cessible to l ive performance as their
older stuff. This could be blamed, as
the rock press insists, on the Cars'
progression in each a lbum toward
sl icker, more refined production. And
the fancier they get, the more copies
they sel l . and the less they follow the
"studio rock rebel l ion" of the New
Wave movement. So if they're going
to record themselves l ike a rock band,
why can't they perform l ike a rock
bandP
Tht• even i ng's st rongest p re
encore m usical performance was
their 1 9 7 8 hit, "Just What I Needed."
A strong rocker, it got people up on
th<"ir feet for the first t i me since the
band's appearance. And though the
band appeared to put no more into it
than usual, the sound really i ntens
ified.
Two encores followed, with four
of their best: "Getting Through,"
"Best Friend's Girl," "Gimme Some
S l a c k , " and "Dangerous Type . "
These includ(·d some prime guitar
and remote ke' board solos, even
t hough r hy t h m g u i t a r i st R ic k
Oeasck'- voice was starting to give
out by then.
One thing that hit me as strange
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The opening band. the Motels. stole the show from the
popular band. the Cars. last week.
was the Cars' audience.
A large
m inority of those in attendance were
obv i o u s l y self-proc l a i med p u n k
rockers and New Wavers.
Fake
leopard skin, stiletto heeled pumps,
cool cat shades, and spiky, dyed hair
abounded. Yet it was the most sedate

•

Allt)HII MedeaH.

"THERE IS NOTHING BETTER "

group of 20,000 people I 've ever
come across.
Thcv were seldom
standing or screaming, and during
songs only the sound of t he band was
heard. Maybe the mus1c was loud
enough to stun them into submission.
Or maybe the drugs had taken effect.
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By Karen Komsak
Spol'b Editor

""tt

Tomorrow night UOP will have
opportu�ity to fulfill a season

P · tn g l3o� ne
rc · • �Or!oal; beat a bag name opponent.
The Tigers, now at the . 500
e ervati,

Utin

_

mark

r colll tn �-2) for the first time after four
e h
as litn··'ames since 1 97 4, travel to Pullman,
4
for g�
Vashington this week to face Pac

r

Washington State Cougars.
l0�.l tstileud�. O's "Our
goals this season are to win
ll.l
conference, win all of our home
�hemes
and beat a big name opr

ltu r

8I 10nent," says Head Coach Bob

oledo. "We consider Washington
a big name team ."
.tate
f er s :
Both UOP and Washington State
re coming off of substan tial wins.
.
r s e listin
The Tigers defeated the Univer
g
of Texas-El Paso last week 28- 1 4,
lty
r
C edit
vhilP Washington State beat Army
1 - H i.
* Tr a
Vel
PCJor to Washington's win over
I n T a iwa·� rmy, they lost to PCAA's own San
ose State 3 1-26, Sept. 1 3.
"For Washington, this will be
•

score.'"
"I think if we put it all together,
we can beat somebody really good,"
adds Toledo.
And "put it together" they did
last week in their defeat of UTEP.
J unior qua rterba ck Grayson
Rogers was PCAA Co-Player of the
Week for his offensive performance.
He completed 1 6 of 27 passes for 1 99
yards, completed two touchdown
passes and was intercepted only once.
UOP's defensive player pick of
the week was sophomore tackle Mar
cus Perro. Perro had four unassisted
tackles, three assists, a quarterback
sack, and threw two runners for
losses.

like playing San Jose all over again,"
says Toledo. "They'll be out to get
revenge (on a PCAA team) and atone
for the loss," adds Toledo. "They're
a much improved football team from
when they played San Jose," he con
tinues.
In order to accomplish their goal
of a "big" victory Toledo feels that
his team must "be good at 2 of the 3·"
offense, defense and kicking game. '
"If we execute the offense, we
can move the football and score,"
says Toledo.
"We're capable of
beating them if we have an out
standin� performance by everyone,"
he contmues.
Toledo also believes that of the 3
(above mentioned) that the kicking
team must perform well to provide
good field position.
"The k icking game must be
number one," he comments, "and
one of the other two must come
through also. I don't know if the
defense can hold them back com
pletely, so the offense must be able to

Also, defensively, the Tigers
picked off four UTEP passes. Each
member of the secondary took credit
for one apiece. Senior Jeff Tracy,
junior
Darryl Ragland, junior
Stan Shibata, and junior
Terry
Thomas.
cont'd 011 poge 8

Sophomore fullback Gary Blackwell, 44, demostrates why he is "a solid, inside threat" as he

breaks out against Texas-EI Paso. Blackwell has a total of 289 yards in the first four gamea.

You r
Col lege Ring !

Karen 's Comm ents U 0 P vo l l eyba l l t e a m
s e c o n d i n nation
By Walter Wiebelhaus

By K aren Komsak

StaH Writer

Sports Editor

The article last year read, "Tiger football has shown it's teeth. "
It most certainly has. With only four games behind them, the Tigers are
on target to breaking records, and turnin g heads. They have demon
strated qualities reviously underestimated (such as the running game)
and have uphel tradition (strong defense). They are working on one
goal (home wins) and this week hope to accomplish another.
As the Tigers go to Washington this week, I 'd like to wish them much
success and support on behalf of their fans.
Go get 'em Tigers!
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A g a m e o f a n ot h e r s o rt

I had originally planned to convey the story of a very important and
infamous 'Tiger.' Because this individual is so very busy helping others,
I was unable to talk to him before deadlines. His story, therefore, must
go untold, but only until next week.
Shortly before deadline, though,
another Interesting story became more relevant than I had thoug�t . . .
This week I will take the liberty to shift from sports and write of a
'game' of another kind. A political, historical, ethnic and emotional one.
For those not familiar with the situation, I will briefly summarize it.
Off Thornton Road in North Stockton there is one of many Indian
Bruial Grounds. This burial ground is referred to as the Horizon Holy
Ground. The following is an excerpt of material written by the Friends
of Early Horizon Committee.
'The Horizon Holy Ground is of extreme importance because of its
religious significance to Native Americans, because of all Americans'
respect for the dead and those who went before us, and because of its ar
chaeological significance.
The Horizon Holy Ground is the largest known inhabited site of this .
historical period, between 3800 and 4800 years ago. The exact size of
the site is not known, but it is believed to cover many acres. There are
only ten other known sites where people this era (Early Horizon Era)
have lived and died.
Archaeologist feel that this site may hold the key to unanswered
questions as to how these early Native Americans developed from a sim
ple subsistance hunting society to a much more complex society.
The Horizon Holy Ground has been known and documented since
1 929. A book was published about the site by the Sacramento Ar
chaeological Society in 1 963.
�e law requires that before any site can be built upon, the owner,
the caty and the state must determine if the site has been designated as
an archaeological site. This site was designated and given a site num
be.r, SJ0- 1 1 2, long before the present owner applied for a building per
mat.
In spite of the law, and the official designation of the site, the city
and the state allowed a developer to begin construction of a subdivision.
During digging and grading operations the construction crew uncovered
a number of grdves.
In the process many graves were destroyed and their human and
cultural remains broken, crushed and scattered throughout the graded
.
soal on the site, before digging was finally stopped.
A� of November 1 979, Henry Tallchief Doctor, President of San
Joaqum Council for the American Indian, Inc, has led an effort to
remove the bodies in the path of the construction crew and rebury in a
safe location. However, after over 200 bodies were uncovered it
became evident that the task of safely removing and re-burying 'the
skeletal and artifactual remains could no longer delay, construction.
. On June 8, 1 980, the owner evicted the volunteers doing the re
b� nal and resumed construction. However, due to public outcry and
.
c1ty councal concern over further destruction of the site, the owner
�greed, to halt construction for a few days while the city 'studied the
ISSUe. . .
The issued was studied for a few months, in fact, but the results were
unsatisfactory for the site.
. Construction has continued. The property has been turned into the
sate of future homes. All has been constructed except for the houses
themselves.
While this has all gone on the city council, with a few exceptions'
has sat on their hands.
. Gove�nment p�per� that would legally and fin�ncia\ly aid in preser
vmg �he sate as a hlStoncal monument have been misplaced or lost' by
the caty. Why? The �ity claims that they don't need to sign the papers,
.
wh1le the papers specify that th� �ity must file the application.
Leadmg members of the Indtan group(s) have been threatened, while
one woman had her tires slashed in front of City Hall while she was at
tending a council meeting.
The issue of preserving the land was taken to court but was denied
on the grounds tliat it did not meet the standards of an Anglo-American
cemetery.
If the Native Americans were to begin digging in an undesignated
Anglo cemetery, they would surely be stopped. Why the double standar- 
ds?
The supporters (who are of all creeds and colors) of the land have
been patient an� very dip1o�atic. No one o� this side of the ar
ent .
has resorted to vaolence, despate stereotypes of rampaging Indians.' .

Ranked second in the nation just
behind USC, the University of the
Pacific Tigers picked up yet another
first place trophy, this time at San
Jose State University Volleyball In
vitational, last Friday and Saturday.
The Tigers also took a single
match from the 1 2th ranked Purdue
Boilermakers in three straight games
last Thursday. The marks of the con
test were 1 5-5, 1 5-5 and 1 5- 1 2.
UOP easily took the champiQn
ship match from Stanford, 1 5-7 and
1 5-8, after struggling with Cal Poly
San Luis Obispo in the semifinals on
Saturday.
Cal Poly halted Pacific's 23
game winning strea k , scoring a
grueling 1 8- 1 6 upset over the Tigers
in the first game of the match.
Cal Poly then jumped to a 1 3-5
lead before the Tigers started fighting
their way b'ack. A couple of key
blocks by the tournament's most
valuable player, Patty Berg, turned
the game around and UOP weht on to
win, 1 5- 1 3 .
The Tigers earned the finals ber
th, winning the decisive game against
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e Tuesday the women' s field compete in the AWPCA Invitational
hockey varsity team defeated UC in San Jose.
Course Offerings I nclude:
Davis 1 -0, while the j.v. team tied.
e This Saturday the soccer team
UOP was booed by Long Beach
will host th6Jilo. 1 ranked University
Winter C a m ping Survival
last weekend in their first trip to of San Francisco (USF) Dons in a
Southern California.
Elementa ry Pocket Bill iards
league contest. UOP comes in with
Pacific lost the first game of the
B& W Film Development
an 0-2 league mark and an overall
weekend to Arizona 2-0, and the
record of 1 -6. The Tigers played this
The H a i r Designers
second game they lost to Long Beach
past Sunday against highly rated
2-0.
Jazzercise
keep
Chico State but were unable to
�
Even with the two losses, Head
up their intense play the entire game
,.. t. R s,}'
Beg i n n i n g Astrology
"t. u,,.
Coach Carla Konet considered the
and Chico St. took the 1 - 1 halftime
l
Bicycle
M
a
i
ntenance
trip to be successful.
The team
score and ran it to a 6-2 final.
�f
received the exposure it desired and
set
C
a
reer
Connections
another
suffered
team
The
the experience against two high level
back Wednesday night at the hands
& more
teams.
of San Jose State. San Jose dominated
'
"The trip will definitely aid our
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'''''''''''''''''
the game and eased to a 1 0-0 victory.
recruiting efforts in addition to the
confidence it gavt: our team," says
Konet.
e Pitchers Dave Hoffmeister and
Rob Shilling combined for a 8-0 shut
out victory over Der Weiner no. 2
leading Tiger no. 3 to a split of their
double-header in winter league play
Sunday.
In other winter league action
Tiger no. 1 rallied for 3 runs in the
You can do it at Hughes Electro
bottom of the 7th inning to tie and
Optical & Data Systems Manufacturing
We bum the f1rst working laser.
eventually they won in l 0 innings, in
And we're a leader in precision pointing
the second game of their twin bill,
and tracking, and reaHime image processi ng
gaining a .split with Tracy Angels.
We offer one of the finest continuing
In Sacramento, shortstop Steve
education programs 1n the country and a
Voight's bases loaded double and
world of other benefits.
center fielder Mike Iackson's long
homer to right center Tield, led Tiger
Imagi ne yourself
no. 2 to a 6-5 2nd game victory over
Miller Auto no.2.
at Hughes.
After 2 weeks of play, Tiger no.2
is in the first place with a 3- l record.
We 'll be on camp us
Tigers no. 1 and no.3 are tied for
Oct. 1 3.•
third place at 2-2.
This week's games will be held at
See your placement office for an appol" "
Louis Park, O'Keefe Field, and Con
summes River JC. All start at noon
At H.hes,
or: Sunday.
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Imagine your team
creating a thennal
imaging system that
see through darkness.
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Obviously the era of Manifest Destiny is alive and well i n Stockton.

Cal Poly, 1 5- 1 0.
UOP worked their way through
the pool with three triumphs on
Friday.
Freshman Chris Bertsch, who
was UOP's most consistent player
Friday, led her team to victories over
the University of Texas, 1 5-2 and 1 51 2, the University of California, Ir
vine, 1 5- 1 2 and 1 5- 1 3, and Stanford,
1 5-4 and 1 5- 1 3.
They also beat Purdue again, 1 51 0 and 1 5- 1 2, before running into
Cal Poly.
In addition to MVP Berg, both
Nancy Lancaster and Kim McDonald
made the All-Tournament team.
Scores of Thursday night's con
test between UOP and no.6 ranked
Hawaii were unavailable at press
time.
The match was played in
Hawa i i with a second match
scheduled for tonight.
Prior to Thursday's UOP-Hawaii
match, the Tigers record stood at I S
I . The only loss was to no. l ranked
USC in the Women's Games.
NorCal Conference action com
mences for the Tigers when Santa
Clara arrives for a match Wednesday
at 7 p.m. in UOP's gym.
cont'd on page 8

A Ti meless Symbol of Your Achievements.

-

e The Tigers' water polo team con
tinued their winning streak Friday
with a victory. over San Francisco
State, 1 1 - 1 0. The goals in the close
match were made by Ken Harmon,
Bob Bejan, Jon Drake, Mike Wall,
Chris Robinette, and Ron Robertson.
They followed up with another
win Tuesdav afternoon at UOP
against the · California Maritime
Academy with a score of 1 3-9, which
gives them a record of 8-5. Scoring
the
ints in this match were Bejan,
W al , Robertson, Robinette, Drake,
Harmon, and Mike Schwartz.
This weekend, the team will

r.
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your fUture is limited
only by your imagination.
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SENSE

TW O
By Karen Klaparda
and
Christina Warren
IT'S A JUNGLE IN HERE . . .

The time is 9:56 a.m. You live off campus
and think it's possible to make it to a l O:OO class
Pershing entrance . . . Four
on time . . . wrong.
gravel, bump bump,
ditches,
between
wheeling
broken asphalt, and curves. Make a careful
STOP to avoid the pounce of a tiger security
guard, waiting for his prey to make a California
pause. Two minutes unt il class with a professor
who is earlier than punctual . Now to inch
through the meandering c rowd by the
Education Building on Stadium . . .
WANTED: elementary school crossing guard,
must provide hand held stop sign and fluor
escent orange vest. Hat optional.
*

*

*

LITfLE SISTER RUSH would be greatly sped
up if the girls prepared a resume.
Sample: ( 1) Great socializing ability, i .e.
l a d y l i ke
m a i n ta i ns
p a r t ies h a rd but
qualities . . . (2) Wonderfully philanthropi c, i.e.
will bake cookies and give presents often . . . ( 3 )
Intelligence plus, i.e. Rhonda Rushee says,
"Women's lib is remembering the cutest line a
boy ever used on me to get a kiss . . . and then tur
ning around and using it on a guy."
In all seriousness, it's not such a bad thing.
Have fun partying and get as much out of it as
you·can.
*

*

*

the
presidential debates? Whoops, a slip into t�e
real world. Fear not little Buckwheat, neither
have your friends. Too bad, the choice is yours
in a month and a half. But first things fir
st . . . register and we're not talking Knoles Hall.
HAVE

YOU

BEEN

*

*

FOLLOWING

*

W O RTH
set-

-

ation is
the U OP popul
ONE FOURTH of
of
.
dr ea m worl d

Am en ca n
tl 'ng down to the
up and
lls pa int ed , posters
c�llege life . W ith wa
and
er a l ist to cut ou
phones ins tal led , we off
r' at
yo ur freshm an yea
save Un til the end of
t ap 
ck off the 1't em s tha
wh ich tim e you can che
1 you
y see how no rm a
pli ed to you and thereb
ase check now · .
were . . . upperclassmen ple
ryone tn my
1. formed opi nions about eve
hall in under 9 min utes .
2 . changed my majo r.
3 . plan ned to pain t the rock .
.
4. paid to get into an ASU OP mo vte.
5. learned to chug-a-lug-a-lot .

;

*

*

*

to say is tha t

try ing
,
wh a t we ' re
.
I GUESS
w ha t we re trymg
t
tha
is
h
u
.
o..
to
e
er
been th .
rov a 1 .
A nod o f a pp
say , Chnsty?
of this as
to sim ply th ink.
We wa n t you
ca t ion pa ckage
Un iv ersi ty va
b
lu
a
d
oul
w
y u ,
. Cdifference . Instea d of beads o
One mtnor
re ch a rge c ard'
' ket ' a books to
1 lC
h a ve a mea t
tivity card '
n a thl eti c ac
library pa ss, a
a l care (no
rge, free med ic
pha rm a cy c ha
a nd a
ks,
P coupon boo
pl ea se ), AS UO
er- lovin'
spa ce fo r yo ur ev
else tha t has a
...
security number
ut it, Don Pa rdo.
abo
Tell 'em

6. lost my dorm keys (due to 5).
ets.
7. got mor e than five par king tick
or to un8. chan ged my chan ged maj
dec lar ed.
.
bow l doo rs wtt h
9. trie d to get into G.C . fish
my dorm keys.
10. discovered student loans at 0% interest.

*

*

*

Good question. I wou ldn't take
off right away and go, I'd have to
think about it. Probably see if I had a
shot at some kind of medical exem
II I didn't have that, I 'd
ption.
ly
probab go. I would avoid as much
as I could withou t outright not 1going.
Bob Koenitzer; Jr; COP:

What Would You Do

Dennis O ' Connor
&
Alex McPherson

If You Were Drafted
Tommorow?

Kari Christian; Soph; Bus. Ad:

Bernie Way; Sr.; COP:
Go. I'd go and
countr y. I feel �t 's <>v•>rvnn.'lv
to fight for theit country.
Everyone h ates
Navy.
fighting on the lines, but as far
principle of it, l' d go fight. I
from the old world, it's the way
brought up. I happen to be vPI"••rv�u'•�
servative.

I wouldn't leave the country, but
I don't think that women should fight
in a war, II there was some sort of job
m which I could help without going
into combat. . . ! would definitely fight
the government because I don't think
it's a woman's place to be in an army.
I think ERA takes it a little too far as
to what females are built for and
what males are built for. To me, I
don't think the army is the place for a

Arlie Smith; Soph.; School of Ed.:

Probably go to Mexico or
Canada. Take a vacation. It depends
on what they were making me do. I'd
fight against Iran, but Russia doesn't
mean a lot to me.

Magnum hand
Gregg Caine; Fr; Bus. Ad:

Michael Puccio; Fr.; Conservatory:

VO L L EY BA L L....__
ont'd from pagt 7
After the Santa Clara match, the
Tigers will leave immediately for
Santa Barbara for their biggest test so
far this season.
Santa Barbara is the site for the
Thi rd Annual Women's Collegiate
Classic, Oct. 9 and 1 1 .
The tournament consists of four
of the top five teams in the nation.
Entered in the event are no. 1 ranked
USC, no.2 ranked UOP, no. 3 ranked
UCLA and no. 5 ranked UC Santa
Barbara
Matches will be played at 6 and 8
o'clock each evening.
Head Coach Taras Liskevych
and his team art• looking forward to
the Collegiah•Classic and some stiffer
competition. As it stands. UOP has
won 27 of its last 28 games.

Roy Eder; Sr; COP:

Well, I would definitely go. I
wouldn't be crazy about it, but 'I
figure someone has to protect the
country. Hell, if none of us went,
they would come over and take over
the United States and we'd all end up
communist. Nobody wants that. So
if I got drafted, I'd definitely go and
I'd fight just to save the country.

Everybody else would go, so I'd
probably just go along. I'd just go for
it, because you can't get into Canada
anymore, I don't think. I'm not going
to fight it because you just go to
prison after that. I'd go along or else
they're just going to blow up
everything here.

_
_

t

Ta c h i ka ra Po l l

PoU of 25 coaches from aU sections of
the country for Sept. 26

SCHOOL
1 . USC (23)
2. UOP (Pacific)
3. UCLA (2)
'f-. San Diego St.
5. Santa Barbara
6. Hawaii
7. Utah st.
8. Houston
9. Wadlington
1 0. Pepperdine

POINTS
Z'f-8
210
1 89
IH

131
1 15
1 12
65
30
26

The Ship is your Classroom
The World is your Campus

1 1 . Texas/Arlington 20; 1 2 . Purdue
1 7; 1 3 . California 14-; H. Nebraska 9;
1 5. Arizona State 8; 1 6. Ohio State 7;
1 7. Pittsburgh 6; 1 8. SW Missouri St.
5; 1 9. Kentucky <4-; 20. (Tie) North
western, Long Beach St., Stanford 3.

Others recelVmg votes:

Alabaml,
Arizona, Cal Poly SLO , Florida St.
Tennessee , Texas.

First place votes in parentheses. Ten
points awarded for a first place vote,
nine for a second place vote, and so
forth.

First of all, I'd get a group of the
boys and we'd go out and take care ,of
all the Iranians on campus. Then
have a few beers and go to Iran and
take care of �hem over there. Then
move up to nussia and take care of
them over there. Then I'd come back
.md go back to school.

Fo bt ba 1 .

conl'dfrom poge 7
Sophomore wide receiver Rainey
Meszaros now has 22 catches after
the first four games and may break
Honor Jackson's single season pass
receiving mark of 55.
Freshman
tight end Tony Camp caught his first
touchdown pass at Pacific to get UOP
on the board in the second quarter.
Freshman wide receiver G a ry
Parcells made his debut as a kick re
turner bringing back three kicks for
64 yards.

It was the first time since 1 975
that UOP has had two consecutive
wins at home, thus approach ing
another season goal of winning all
home games.
UOP is 4-6 against the Cougars,
although they won the last game,

played in 1 96�, 27-20 . Pacif ic is 1 -3
in games played in Washington, and
have been outscored there , 1 39-39 .
The Tigers ar� 1 2-4 1
inst

•
•
•

•
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Imported
Cigarettes·
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Via1• t �� c
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without regard to color. race or creed . The S. S. Universe is fully
OJr·cond•tioned. 18.000 tons, registered in Liberia and built in
AI'Tl('rica. For a fret' color brochure. write: Semester at Sea/

Apply No•
Call (800) 854-0195 (toll-free except C.IHomla},
(714) 581·6770 (C.IIIomla), (4U} 624·&021 (Pitt..,.).

team s c�rrent� y in the Pac- 1 0 .
.
. Pacif ic Wlll open their v."W·- •.L..
hon next week against Long
at hom e.

Co n

Participation is open to qualified students from all aocredited
colleges and univt>111 ities. Semester at Sea admits students

.

----f','!t"

_
_
_
_
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Earn a full semester of credit. Sponsored by the
University of Pittsburgh. Sail from Ft. Lauderdale,
Florida, February 5, .1981, to South America,
Africa , South Asia and the Orient ( around
the world !. More than 60 university courses ,
with in·port and voyage related emphasis.
Faculty from University of Pittsburgh and other
leading institutions. Special courses and lectures
by visiting area experts.

U. C. J . S . Forbes Quadrangle, University of Pittaburgh,
Pittsburgh , PA 15260
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